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NEXT MONTHS
THEMES:

CULTURES &
HISTORY

WINTER

CHRISTMAS

NEW YEAR 

UP NEXT:
In the upcoming month, we are snowballing straight
into winter themes, decorating the classroom with

snowflakes, paper chains, Christmas trees and
snowmen. Tuff trays filled with flour (snow) to make
animal prints and lots of glitter! The children will be
learning about the science behind winter and why it

happens. Hopefully we will actually get some snow to
play in soon so remember to pack hats, gloves and

coats! 
We will discuss why climate change is effecting the

polar bears and collect some sticks to make fires (not
real ones!) to keep us warm.

Of course we will be including lots more Christmas
craft and sharing some New Years resolutions.

 



ACTIVITIES WE HAVE BEEN UP TO THIS
MONTH

WHAT WE LEARNT ABOUT: GUY FAWKES,
REMEMBRANCE DAY, DIWALI,  ANTI BULLYING 

  This month at AJS Extra, has involved lots of celebrating
different holidays, remembering soldiers who fought in the war
and how to respect one another by being kind. We started with
Bonfire Night; the children got stuck into making 3D firework
displays with lots of glitter! We had discussions about why we
celebrate Bonfire Night, who Guy Fawkes is and what he tried to
do!
Diwali is the Festival of Light, celebrated in India, and it was
amazing o see all the children's amazing rice patterns. The
children had access to different coloured rice, which they then
stuck onto paper to create some lovely designs. The leftover rice
has then been mixed up in the tuff trays, which has been a hit with
everyone!
 We were all proud to see the children put all their effort into
Remembrance Day crafts and discussions. We created beautiful
poppy drawings , learnt that the purple poppy represents the
animals lost in the war and created our own shelters out of
cardboard boxes. It was very moving to see the children show
their respect.
Anti-bullying week was an eye opener for the children. We spoke
about what makes a good friend, what to do if we see bullying and  
used scenarios to help us with this. All the children listened well
and agreed we will treat others how we want to be treated.
Lastly, the children voted for a country they wanted to learn
about. Hawaii was the winner! So this last week, we have gone
Hawaii crazy, with pineapples, coconuts , parrots and palm trees!
We found out that the Hawaiian alphabet only have 12 letters,
made hula skirts and leis and did lots of dancing to Moana. The
children thoroughly enjoyed this weeks topic and excited to see
what the choose next time!

SOME OF NEXT
MONTHS SNACKS

INCLUDE:

PAIN AU CHOCOLAT

DECORATING
BISCUITS

SAUSAGE ROLLS


